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Date not used in age 
model development 
(see table 1) 
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Ages of turbidites in lakes north east
of Valdivia (Moernaut et al., 2014)





















Ages of plants killed by subsidence























































! Chucalén!radiocarbon!samples" " " Aoverall,=,69.1"
SUERC`39263" CH11/R1" 29.25" 1.0646"±"0.0065"" 2004`2006"a" 2004`2006" 0.01" 86.7"
SUERC`39264" CH11/R2" 32.25" 1.2056"±"0.0076" 1982`1990"a" 1982`1990" 0.01" 100.5"
SUERC`39265" CH11/R3" 35.25" 1.4537"±"0.0092" 1971`1973"a" 1971`1974" 0.04" 86.8"
SUERC`39266" CH11/R4" 38.25" 1.5337"±"0.0097" 1967`1971"a" 1966`1971" 0.01" 100.7"
SUERC`39269" CH11/R5" 45.25" 1.0159"±"0.0064" 1954`1958"a" 1954`1958" 0.14" 99.7"
SUERC`41189" CH11/R6" 49.25" 1.0964"±"0.0048" 1956`1960"a" `" 0.20" `"
SUERC`41190" CH11/R7" 52.5" 234"±"35" 1636`1950"b" 1641`1875" 0.21" 104"
SUERC`43050"" CH11/R8" 60.5" 1.1042"±"0.0052" 1956`1960"a" `" 0.85" `"
SUERC`43051" CH11/R9" 63.5" 285"±"38" 1505`1800"b" 1501`1680" 0.04" 112.6"
SUERC`43052" CH11/R10" 66.5" 427"±"38" 1441`1626"b" 1449`1628" 0.04" 90.9"
SUERC`41191" CH11/R11" 76.5" 713"±"35" 1278`1391"b" 1277`1391" 0.07" 98.9"
SUERC`43048" CH11/R12" 79.5" 317±"38" 1487`1794"b" `" 0.98" `"
SUERC`41187" CH11/R13" 82.5" 950"±"35" 1037`1209"b" 1072`1221" 0.34" 89.6"
SUERC`39270" CH11/R14" 89.25" 979"±,51" 1020`1210"b" 1072`1216" 0.15" 76.7"
SUERC`40031"" CH11/R15" 92.25" 680"±"37" 1290`1396"b" `" 0.90" `"
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